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• An Extraordinary Six Months: Despite lingering economic concerns related to the global pandemic and
a modest setback in September, the end of the quarter marked an exceptional six months for the S&P 500.
Over the last 30 years, only two other six month periods topped the index’s 31.3% advance from the end of
March.
• The “K” Shaped Recovery: The letter “K” has become an increasingly popular way to describe the uneven
nature of the recovery, suggesting that some companies are thriving in the work-from-home economy
whereas other businesses are struggling to survive. Headline performance figures belie the underlying
performance dispersions occurring across sectors and geographies.
• US Elections Coming Into Focus: By the end of Q3, the US election cycle was in full swing. Investors
began parsing the policy differences between Trump and Biden in terms of their likely impacts on various
corners of the market. Of equal significance, the balance of the Senate is in play, meaning the scope of
each candidate’s policy agenda may depend greatly on whether their party also has control of the upper
chamber.

Market Recap

FIXED INCOME

Markets continued to ride a wave of monetary and
fiscal stimulus in Q3, advancing smartly despite
ongoing concerns about the economic impact of
COVID-19. The S&P 500 gained roughly 9% in the
quarter, turned positive for the year, and made a new
all-time high just 103 trading days after experiencing
a 34% decline. Large cap growth names in the
technology and e-commerce arenas have continued
to drive a significant portion of the index returns,
but Q3 saw early signs of broader participation with
economically-sensitive sectors like materials and
industrials among the top winners during the period.
Non-US equities also made up ground in Q3, led by a
9.6% advance for emerging markets—the best return
among major indices during the quarter. Growthoriented stocks in countries like China and South Korea
generally fared the best, while cyclical segments like
banks and energy continued to lag during the uneven
recovery.
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Barclays 1-10 Yr Muni

1.1%

3.2%

Barclays US Agg. Bond

0.6%

6.8%

BofA/ML HY Master II

4.7%

-0.3%
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Russell 3000

9.2%

5.4%

S&P 500

8.9%

5.6%

Russell 2000

4.9%

-8.7%

MSCI All Country World

8.1%

1.4%

MSCI EAFE

4.8%

-7.1%

9.6%

-1.2%

MSCI Emerging Mkts

Source: Bloomberg (Data as of 9/30/2020)
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Within fixed income, Treasury rates were quiescent across the curve and closed the quarter little changed. The
Fed announced a new policy framework which effectively amounted to a reiteration of its “lower for longer”
stance. With risk-free rates seemingly mired at low levels for an extended period of time, the search for additional
yield steered investors into corporate bonds and other segments of the credit markets. Investment grade fixed
income, as measured by the Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index, posted a 0.6% gain for the period while
the more speculative BofA/ML High Yield Index advanced 4.7%.
THE ANATOMY OF A RALLY
The global stock rally off the March lows has been remarkable in terms of its magnitude but dissecting the
headline results reveals substantial divergences across styles, market caps, and geographies.
●

●

●

Growth vs. Value. The extraordinary rally by the mega cap tech names that dominate the S&P 500
masks the underlying pain that has been felt in the more economically-sensitive sectors that populate
value indices. Looking at stock performance in terms of growth versus value highlights the growing
performance chasm; since the end of Q1, the Russell 1000 Growth is up 45% while the Russell 1000 Value
has only gained 21%. For the year, the growth index has bested value by nearly 36%.
Large Cap vs. Small Cap. While not quite as staggering as the growth/value gap, US large cap stocks
outgained small caps during the rally off the lows (+2%) and have handily outperformed on a year-todate basis (+15%). Notably, the small cap-centric Russell 2000 last made an all-time high in August 2018
and sits roughly 13% below those levels, even after its recent recovery phase.
US vs. Non-US. The differences between US and non-US performance mirrors the discussion around
growth versus value; in short, the US markets are populated by mega cap tech companies that have thrived
while non-US markets have a much heavier allocation to financials struggling to cope with low or negative
interest rates and industrials battling the headwinds of flagging global growth. In fact, the MSCI EAFE and
MSCI Emerging Markets indices have not made new highs since January 2018, and on a price basis, both are
roughly 15% below their 2018 high water marks. Meanwhile, the S&P 500 has repeatedly made new all-time
highs in recent years and bested non-US stock performance by roughly 10% during the most recent rally.

Alas, for investors asking why they should bother owning anything other than the S&P 500 in light of
comparative performance in recent years, we would offer a word of caution as it relates to the anatomy of
the S&P 500’s 2020 gains. Consider that earnings expectations for the next 12 months are still 25% lower than
where they started the year as a result of the pandemic—only modestly better than EM (-28%) but comfortably
ahead of developed international (-36%) forecasts. The key driver of US gains has been a re-rating of the market
multiple; while EM and developed earnings multiples have expanded just over 1.5x, US multiples have increased
a staggering 7x and currently sit at nearly 26x forward earnings. The closest parallel in recent decades is the dot
com bubble, which tells a cautionary tale about forward-looking return prospects.
Of course, there are a number of new variables at play this time around, including ultra-low interest rates and
seemingly endless stimulus from central banks and governments around the world. Moreover, valuations are
notoriously difficult to use as a market timing tool. But, if history is a guide, investors should pay close attention
in the event the market’s upbeat outlook fails to meet expectations; US large cap stocks would presumably have
further to fall from their elevated perch.
continued on page 3
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THE “NEW NEW NORMAL”
If the post-2008 financial crisis period was the “new normal” as dubbed by Mohamed El-Erian and his colleagues
at PIMCO, then perhaps the current period of living and working during a global pandemic could be the “new
new normal”. When trying to assess our relative level of normalcy, traditional indicators can give us a glimpse
into the recovery process by measuring economic activity; however, real-time data sources may provide an even
better gauge of activity relative to a pre-COVID baseline.
The chart below explores this concept by looking at the Dallas Fed’s Mobility and Engagement Index (MEI – blue)
relative to the S&P 500 (black) since the beginning of the year. The MEI was designed to use geolocation data
from mobile devices to capture how frequently people around the country were leaving their homes as well as
for how long. Simplistically, the more the average person’s mobility resembled the pre-COVID period, the more
likely we were to be approaching “normal” economic functioning. The January and February data were indexed
to an average level of zero, and the subsequent periods reflect the percent decline versus the start of the year.

Source: Bloomberg (Data as of 9/30/2020)

As it relates to markets, the first observation is that the trajectory of the MEI’s initial decline and recovery vis-à-vis
the S&P 500 is strikingly similar—albeit with the S&P 500 a couple of weeks ahead. Regular readers may recall
our discussion of “alternative data” sources last quarter, and other real-time indicators like restaurant reservations
and airport travelers also seemed to confirm the narrative of incremental improvement from an unthinkably
low starting point. The second observation is more concerning in nature; the MEI’s steady recovery following
the stringent lockdown period appears to have been faltering in recent months. While activity has flatlined, the
market has soared to new highs. Perhaps markets are more optimistically pricing in the eventuality of a second
stimulus package, or it could be that investors are banking on the rapid approval of a COVID vaccine. Whatever
the case may be, the divergence bears monitoring—particularly in light of the elevated valuations discussed in
the prior section.
continued on page 4
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THE FED’S NEW FRAMEWORK
Policy announcements from the Federal Reserve may go relatively unnoticed by many, but the central bank’s shifting
view toward inflation could have profound investment implications. Specifically, as it relates to its “price stability”
mandate, the Fed announced that it would be moving away from its traditional 2% inflation target (using the Personal
Consumption Expenditure Price Index, or PCE, as the preferred measure) and would pursue an “average inflation
targeting” approach. Under the new methodology, if inflation were to undershoot the Fed’s target for a period, the Fed
would subsequently tolerate an overshoot period in order to achieve a 2% inflation rate on average over time.
The practical implication in the near-term is that the Fed seems unlikely to raise interest rates anytime soon. The
inability of the Fed to consistently hit its target over the last 10 years—as illustrated on the chart below—would
require a sustained “lower for longer” environment under the new policy framework, allowing inflation to “run
hot” in an effort to make up lost ground. With that as a backdrop, investors should be prepared to see ultra-low
short-term interest rates for an extended time.
US Personal Consum ption Expenditure Price Index (Core) YoY vs. F ed Inflation Target
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Source: Bloomberg (Data as of 9/30/2020)

The longer-term question seems to be whether the Fed can successfully reset investors’ inflation expectations
higher prospectively. If effective, investors may be faced with the prospect of rising long-term interest rates and
declining bond prices as markets recalibrate. The issue at that point becomes whether the Fed will allow longterm rates to move meaningfully higher given the possible negatives to the economy—among them: higher
cost of capital for businesses, higher mortgage rates, and a greater share of the US budget going to debt service.
Many analysts have speculated that the Fed would then implement “yield curve controls” in an effort to cap
interest rates at prescribed levels. Fixed income may be a sleepy asset class, but investors will need to stay alert as
the Fed navigates this uncharted territory.
ALL EYES ON THE ELECTION
As the US elections approach in early November, increasing amounts of time will be spent on parsing the candidates’
positions across a variety of topics. While there are a multitude of issues at play, our view is that the core considerations
for investors can be distilled down to taxes and trade (neither candidate appears to have any urges toward fiscal
restraint). And, we should preface our discussion by suggesting that investors concern themselves less with what they
want to happen and more with what they think is going to happen when evaluating portfolio implications.
continued on page 5
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●

Taxes. With only a few episodic countertrends, US corporate tax rates have generally trended lower over the
past 50 years, serving as a tailwind for US equity investors. The chart below shows the effective US corporate
tax rate based on data from the US Bureau of Economic Analysis. As a result of the 2017 Trump tax cut,
marginal corporate rates were slashed from 35% to 21%, and using the measure below, the effective rate has
fallen from 17% to 13%—a boon to corporate profits in recent years.
US Effective Corporate Tax Rate (NIPA)
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While Trump has teased a second round of tax cuts if elected to a second term, a Biden presidency could
mark the start of another countertrend as his initial plans call for a 50% rollback of the 2017 tax cut—i.e.,
moving marginal corporate rates to 28% from 21%. Analyst estimates vary on the magnitude of the impact
and depend on the final details, but crude expectations are for an S&P 500 earnings hit in the vicinity of 5% to
10%. The catch is that a change to the tax code would likely require a Democrat-controlled Senate, which is
far from a certainty given the latest polling data.
●

Trade. While most analysts agree that Biden represents a threat to corporate profits via tax reform, there is a
similar consensus that a second term for Trump would embolden his protectionist trade stance against China
and others around the world. Tariffs and trade policy uncertainty were widely cited by management teams
in recent years as a contributor to margin compression. In fact, the S&P 500 rallied to all-time highs despite
operating margins peaking in Q3 2018 as Trump began ramping up trade threats against China, Mexico, and
members of the European Union in earnest.
The chart on the next page shows the impact of the heated trade rhetoric via the Baker, Bloom & Davis US
Trade Uncertainty Index (green), which reached extreme levels around 2018-2019, and the Federal Reserve’s
data on US capital expenditures on a year-over-year basis (orange). Even before the COVID-induced shock,
companies began reducing capex spending as the specter of an escalating trade war warranted a more
cautious posture toward capital budgeting.

continued on page 6
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Trade Policy Uncer tainty Index vs. Capital Expenditures YoY
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It is unclear exactly how a Biden presidency would alter Chinese trade relations. The current thinking is that
a Biden administration would pursue a more diplomatic approach and potentially roll back existing tariffs.
At a minimum, it seems unlikely that trade relations would become more contentious, and beyond the US/
China relationship, it is reasonable to expect a détente with allies that Trump had previously provoked, such
as Mexico and the EU. If Biden were elected as part of a “blue wave”, analysts have suggested that a less
mercurial approach to trade could help offset some portion of the headwinds from a higher tax regime.
While stock prices have been sending mixed signals about the implications of the actual election outcome,
markets are sending an unambiguous signal that investors should anticipate significantly more volatility around
this election than in previous years. Investors can quantify this by looking at futures contracts on the Cboe
Volatility Index, better known as the VIX. The VIX measures volatility expectations for the S&P 500, and the levels
shown on the chart below reflect pricing over the next six months. For comparative purposes, the current
expectations (green) are shown relative to the two most recent elections in 2016 (red) and 2012 (blue.)
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With the caveat that there is still a global pandemic keeping investors on edge, markets are expecting volatility to
be roughly twice as high in the aftermath of the upcoming election relative to the past two elections. A VIX level
of 32 would imply daily price swings of roughly 2% on average—not quite the gyrations that we experienced in
March, but a far cry from the more placid conditions in recent years. Of equal significance, an elevated VIX means
that hedging costs are already expensive, likely based on concerns around a contested election or a “blue wave”
that could usher in a period of corporate-unfriendly reforms.
If we learned anything from 2016 or Brexit, it is that we do not know anything until the results are in. Along the
same lines, positioning for a singular outcome given the inherent unpredictability of markets is generally a fool’s
errand, so we would advise investors to prepare for a variety of scenarios within the confines of your strategic
allocation framework.

Chart of the Quarter
Among the questions we have received from clients in recent months, “How can the market be at these levels
while unemployment is high and small businesses are closing?” has to be one of the most frequently asked. In
fairness, the disconnect between Main Street and Wall Street continues to confound professional and amateur
investors alike, but perhaps we can shed some light on this seemingly incongruous relationship.
This quarter’s featured chart shows the Citi Economic Surprise Index (CESI) for the United States. The CESI tracks
US economic data relative to consensus expectations (from analysts and economists) and is a useful barometer
when assessing the degree to which data was unexpected by market participants. On the chart below, the green
sections represent periods when data was exceeding expectations and the red sections represent periods when
data was disappointing relative to expectations. The index has registered historically high levels in 2020 as a
result of data normalizing far more quickly than the heavily pessimistic forecasts.

Source: Bloomberg (Data as of 9/30/2020)
continued on page 8
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The CESI—particularly in the context of 2020—embodies two important market dynamics that we would
suggest investors keep in mind:
1) Relative vs. Absolute. Markets represent the collective wisdom of their participants, and prices generally
reflect the best forward-looking estimates available at a given point in time. From this perspective, as new
information is received, investors should be somewhat less concerned with the absolute level of data
readouts and more concerned with the readout relative to consensus expectations. Viewed through this
lens, historically bad unemployment claims figures may only disappoint markets to the degree that they
are worse than the consensus forecast. That is how you can have markets rally on days when over 1MM
Americans filed for unemployment.
2) The First Derivative. Another way of saying “the rate of change”, looking at whether the first derivative
is positive or negative can often be more telling than any single readout. In other words, is data improving
or worsening—regardless of its absolute level? The S&P 500’s performance in 2020 has been an excellent
example of this phenomenon in practice. Despite the absolute level of economic activity being historically
poor in Q2, data had stopped deteriorating and was actually beginning to move in a positive direction.
The CESI is not a foolproof indicator, but its underlying premise can serve as a useful guide for investors
assessing the trajectory of the economy vis-à-vis consensus expectations. In 2020, it is an important aspect of
understanding how markets could perform so well against such a difficult economic backdrop.
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Past performance is not indicative of future performance, and all investments are subject to the risk of loss. Indices are unmanaged, do not reflect
fees and expenses, and are not available as direct investments. Crescent Grove Advisors is an SEC-registered investment adviser. Information
presented herein may incorporate Crescent Grove Advisors’ opinions as of the date of this publication, is subject to change without notice and
should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Indices are unmanaged, do not reflect fees and expenses, and are not
available for direct investment. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, and actual results may
differ materially from those anticipated in forward-looking statements. As a practical matter, no entity is able to accurately and consistently predict
future market activities. While efforts are made to ensure information contained herein is accurate, Crescent Grove Advisors cannot guarantee the
accuracy of all such information presented. Material contained in this publication should not be construed as accounting, legal, or tax advice.
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